38th Pacific Masters
At the Gary Holland Community Centre, 19 Kent Street, Rockingham Western Australia.
Saturday July 18th 2015
The Men’s and Women's Singles Event carries WDF, BDO, and DA ranking table points.
Registration closes Friday July 17th at 2.30pm.
Play commences Saturday 18th of July at 10.00am
PRIZE STRUCTURE (AUS)

Men

Ladies

$1000

First

$1000

$500

Second

$500

$200

Joint Third

$200

$100

Joint Fifth

$100

$25

Joint Ninth

$25

Entry Fee: By Cheque or by Cash at the Venue prior to the commencement of Play.
Cost: $25 per player
Eligibility: This is a BDO Invitation tables event and is only open to players who are eligible to play in the
Wimau World Masters Championships and the Lakeside World Professional Championships.
WDF Player Levy: PLEASE NOTE that a $2.00 (US) WDF Payer Levy is part of your entry fee for this event.
This levy will fund the monetary WDF Rankings Awards and contribute to Olympic recognition and other WDF
benefits and services. This entry fee also covers the $3.00 (AUS) DA player Levy.
Entries & Enquiries:
Darts Western Australia
MAIL: 3 Nettle Way, South Lake WA 6164. EMAIL: humpty22@bigpond.com PHONE: +61 0439 103 290
Darts Australia
7 Cedar Drive, Rockhampton, QLD 4701 EMAIL: dartsaust@bigpond.com PHONE: +61 749 283 112

Playing Format: The tournament is a one-life knock out played under the following format. 501 straight start,
double finish. Preliminary Rounds Men best of seven (7) legs ,Ladies best of Five (5) legs, Semi finals Men Best
of nine (9) legs, Ladies best of five (5) legs, Finals Men best of eleven (11) legs, Ladies best of seven(7) legs
Seeding: Sixteen (16) men and sixteen (16) ladies will be seeded into the Pacific Masters. The first being
ranked in order as they are listed in the WDF Invitation Tables provided they are listed in the top fifty (50) positions. The second being the BDO Ranking table provided they are listed in the top (50) positions. The remainder
being ranked in order as they appear in the Darts Australia ranking tables.
Playing Rules: Order of throw shall be determined by the toss of a coin. The winner of the toss throws first in
the odd numbered legs. The loser of the toss throws first in then even numbered legs.
The Tie Breaker Rule is only introduced in the semi final game and is determined by the toss of a coin. The
winner of the toss shall throw first for the bull, the closest to the Bull shall throw first in the final and deciding leg.
Six (6) practice darts only by each player prior to the match commencing. No practice darts are permitted after
the commencement of a game.
A player once commencing their throw shall not leave the immediate board playing area, unless for urgent
reasons ,and permission granted. Maximum five (5) minutes. Penalty: forfeit shot.
No Darts are to be retrieved from the dartboard until the score has been called by the Chalker/Caller.
Penalty: loss of score of dart or darts removed.
A player retrieving their darts from the dartboard after a shot shall do so promptly and in such a manner as to
not interfere with the next player. Penalty: loss of previous shot.
A Player at the Oche shall not commence their shot until their opponent is back behind the Oche.
Penalty: loss of that
All requests to check the score tally must be made before the players next throw. Once thrown upon, the score
tally may not be amended.
General Rules: Any player not in attendance when called to play will forfeit the match. Three minutes allowed
from the time of calling to reach the Oche. All players participating must play under their own name.
All players representing their State or Country shall wear the playing attire approved by their respective State or
Country. Whilst playing players shall not be permitted to wear any clothing advertising a marketable product or
concern without the permission of the organisers.
WDF By Laws: Smoking and consuming alcohol beverages will not be permitted within the playing area.
If a player is not present at the official Presentation to receive trophies, prizes or prize money then they shall
forfeit the right to receive trophies or prize money and ranking points that may be due.
The host state under Darts Australia supervision, will conduct the tournament and decisions on all matters and
interpretations of the rules shall be final and binding.
The organisers reserve the right to refuse admission or eject anyone from the event premises without assigning
a reason to do so.
I …………………………………………………………………………………………………….wish to nominate for the
Grand Prix Pacific Masters ranked singles event.
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Phone: …………………………Email: ……………………………………………………………………………………
I am a registered member of the following Darts Association …………………………………………………………
I have read and understood all the above rules and conditions of WDF, BDO and DA regarding the
Pacific Masters Darts Tournament.
I agree to abide by all rules and conditions.
Signed: …………………………………………………………… Date: …………………………………………………

